
• Mechanical Breakdown Coverage
• Rental Reimbursement
• Trip Interruption Coverage
• Roadside Assistance

Advantage
Protection 
Program

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

ALTERNATE TRANSPORTATION 
TechChoice provides up to $25 (up to $30 for Comfort or Performance) 
per 8 hours of labor for alternate transportation if your vehicle is in a 
repair facility undergoing repairs for a covered breakdown.

TRIP INTERRUPTION 
You also have the added protection of expense coverage for overnight 
stays and meals incurred if you are left stranded due to a covered 
breakdown and you are more than 100 miles from your home. 
TechChoice provides up to $75 per day (maximum of 3 days) for trip 
interruption.

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 
You will be protected by Roadside Assistance for the full term of your 
contract. Benefits include towing, flat tire changes, jump starts, fluid 
delivery, lockout service, and concierge service. TechChoice will cover 
up to $100 per occurrence for your protection (less the cost of parts 
or fluids required).

UNLIMITED NUMBER OF CLAIMS 
The number of claims on your vehicle is unlimited. See your contract 
for details on payable claims.

ABILITY TO TRANSFER UPON RESALE 
Your TechChoice coverage may be transferred to the next owner of your 
vehicle if you decide to sell it, increasing the resale value of your vehicle 
from day one. See your contract for transfer details.

NATIONWIDE COVERAGE 
Your TechChoice contract is honored in both the United States and 
Canada. If you happen to be traveling, you have peace of mind that 
repairs of a covered component will be taken care of for you. Just call 
our toll free number for prior approval.

CHOICE OF DEDUCTIBLE 
TechChoice provides you with a choice of 
a $50 or $100 deductible.

The TechChoice is underwritten by an “A” rated (by A.M. Best Company) national insurance company.  
This brochure is not a contract and is for illustration purposes only. See program contract for detailed 
coverages and descriptions. 
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COMFORT PACKAGE

In addition to all parts listed under Advantage Coverage, 
the following parts listed below are covered if selected 
and purchased.

AIR CONDITIONING: Condenser; evaporator; air conditioning 
condenser fan and motor; accumulator; and drier.

COOLING SYSTEM: Cooling fan, motor and blade; and fan clutch.

SEALS and GASKETS: Seals and gaskets are covered only as part 
of repair or replacement of the above covered parts. Leaking seals 
and gaskets are not covered parts.

ADVANTAGE COVERAGE 

ADVANTAGE COVERAGE is limited to the parts listed below.

ENGINE: Cylinder block and cylinder heads and all internally lubri-
cated parts; timing gear, chain and belt. Cylinder block and heads are 
only covered if damaged by a covered internally lubricated part.

TURBOCHARGER/SUPERCHARGER (Factory Installed Only): Turbo-
charger/Supercharger housing; turbo boost valve; turbo waste gate, 
actuator bearing, bushing and all other internal parts. Turbocharger/
Supercharger housing are only covered if damaged by a covered 
internally lubricated part.

TRANSMISSION: Transmission case and all internally lubricated 
parts; torque converter; vacuum modulator; flywheel/flexplate. 
Transmission case is only covered if damaged by a covered internally 
lubricated part inside transmission case.

TRANSFER CASE: Transfer case and all internally lubricated parts. 
Transfer case is only covered if damaged by a covered internally 
lubricated part inside transfer case.
 
DRIVE AXLE(S): Drive axle housing and all internally lubricated parts. 
Drive axle case is only covered if damage is caused by a covered
internally lubricated part.

AIR CONDITIONING: Compressor; compressor clutch and coil; orifice 
tube; expansion valve; and pressure switch.

COOLING SYSTEM: Radiator; radiator overflow reservoir; and water 
pump.

FUEL SYSTEM: Fuel delivery pump; fuel injection pump; and metal 
fuel lines.

ELECTRICAL: Alternator/generator; starter motor; starter solenoid; 
starter drive; power window switch; power lock switch; and power 
window motors and regulators.

SEALS and GASKETS: Seals and gaskets are covered only as part of 
repair or replacement of the above covered parts. Leaking seals and 
gaskets are not covered parts.

PERFORMANCE PACKAGE

In addition to all parts listed under Advantage Coverage, 
the following parts listed below are covered if selected 
and purchased.

DRIVE AXLE(S): Locking 4X4 hubs; drive shafts; universal joints; 
and constant velocity joints unless failure was caused by neglected, 
torn, cracked, or perforated constant velocity joint boot. Constant 
velocity joint boots are not covered under any circumstances.

ELECTRICAL: Power lock actuators; turn signal switch; windshield 
wiper motor; windshield wiper switch; windshield washer pump;
windshield washer switch; brake light switch; power trunk release 
switch; and power antenna motor.

FUEL SYSTEM: Fuel pressure regulator; fuel sending unit; 
and fuel gauge.

SEALS and GASKETS: Seals and gaskets are covered only as part 
of repair or replacement of the above covered parts. Leaking seals 
and gaskets are not covered parts.

TechChoice is a protection 
plan for the most important 
piece of technology in your 
everyday life – your car.

Your vehicle is not a luxury, it is a necessity. 
Drivers today are keeping their vehicles longer 
and driving them further than ever before. 
Next to your home, your vehicle probably 
represents your second largest investment. 

Advantage Protection is one of the best 
investments you can choose. You are more likely 
to use it than the other forms of protection you 
might own.  Save money on costly repairs with 
Advantage Protection from TechChoice.

This brochure is not a contract and is for illustration purposes only. 
See program contract for detailed coverages and descriptions.
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